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1. Globally the first single-issue-NGO on environmental tax/fiscal reform (ETR/EFR)
2. Conviction that in market-economies full-cost market-prices are THE driver of
decisions, hence full internalisation of costs is crucial

Green Budget Germany (GBG) GBE Over-
seas

1994 Eco-Tax Experts (ETR) in
Germany

X

1996 Building up international network X X

1999 All market-based instruments (EFR) X

2005 International Country projects on
ETR

2008 Foundation of Green Budget Europe
(GBE)

 
 
X

X

2008 Changing German Name to
Ecological Social Market Economy

X

2009 Green Keynes, green revenues
 

X

2010 Green growth vs. Post-Growth X X
2010 Initiative: Green Budget Asia (GBA) X X

 Our aspiration
• From German ETR  to

ambitious EFR in
Europe and beyond

• From an often tech-
nocratic instrument
debate to visions of a
greener society

• From a network of
experts to Think Tank
and Advocacy

• From an amateur to
professional organi-
sation and lobbyism



 

 

   

Getting prices right...
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External costs:

Actual transport activities, vehicles in motion, infrastructure

Figure: A typology of external costs of road transport (based on Verhoeff, 1994, p.276)
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Macro-economic viewpoint

Mis-allocation of costs (= allocation not according to the polluter pays/resource
user principle) is not fair for cars either.
 
Car sector can benefit from more transparent allocation of costs which is not
fair for cars either now.
 
If changed, it could stimulate:
-Efficient driving
-Favouring R&D and application AND
-Market penetration of efficient and innovative technologies such as hybrid,
electric, bio/natural gas
-Better integration of all means of transport
 
Only such cars and mobility systems will ensure sustainability and hence the
creation of jobs and competitiveness.
 
Oil price will increase further and thus cause substantial costs to car users AND
car industry AND society.
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Instruments to encounter external effects
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Economic instruments in Transport Demand Managment

 

Vehicles in mot ion Standing vehicles
Reducing commuter 

allowance
Road pricing
Fuel taxes
Vignet tes

Toll roads/ zones/ lanes
Pay-by-use (distance, 
time, l ocation based)

Table: Exemplary TDM st rategies to promote a modal shif t  towards public t ransportat ion (based on Schade  2005, p. 23)

Rest r ict ing motor ised private t ransportIncreasing public 
tr ansport a ttr active ness

Economy

Sales taxes
Motor vehicle tax

License fees

Reducing fares

Reforming fare system

Parking fees



 

 

   

Optimal pricing

• External effects/social costs of transportation vary
depending on…
– …time…
– …place…
– …vehicle…
– …speed…
 

• …and are reflected by an optimal pricing.
 

 



 

 

   

Various instruments: Impacts and expenses…

 



 

 

   

Impacts and expenses…

 
 



 

 

   

Impacts and expenses…

 

 



 

 

   

Impacts and expenses…

 

 



 

 

   

Impacts and expenses…

 

 



 

 

   

Self-evident optimality of pricing solutions

”It has been a commonplace event for

transportation economists to put the

conventional diagram on the board,

note the self-evident optimality of

pricing solutions, and then sit down

waiting for the world to adopt this

obviously correct solution.
 

Well, we have been waiting for seventy

years now, and it’s worth asking what

are the facets of the problem that we

have been missing. Why is the world

reluctant to do the obvious?”

Charles Lave

Former economist at the

University of California,

Irvine (UCI), 1994

 



 

 

   

Environmental harmful subsidies in

passenger road transportation

Lower diesel

than gasoline

tax rates

Commuting

allowances in

the income tax

Subsidies of private

use of company

cars 

(too low taxation)



 

 

   

Fuel prices

   „The one, who burdens the environment,
should also pay for it (...). Higher taxes
for fuel and diesel are properly, if in
reverse the tax on cars declines or will
be dropped. That's a logical way of
thinking I have as well.“

Michael Schumacher 

Passionated car driver and multiple F1

world champion, 24.01.1998
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Diesel tax

• Diesel

– ...emits more CO2 per liter and is carcinogenic...
– ...has a higher energy value...
– ...but taxes are lower...
 

Environmental harmful subsidy



 

 

   

Energy tax rates for road transport in Germany (1950-2013)

 

 

Petrol tax

Diesel tax



 

 

   

Fuel tank tourism in Europe:

Driving distances of lorries (2500 km) and cars (750 km)



 

 

   

Challenge:

• Diesel tax rate differences stimulate substantial fuel tank tourism

� Member States are hardly able to increase transport fuel taxes further

 

Possible solution for lorries:

• Transfer the North American International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA)

approach to Europe:

Though there are substantial tax rate differences between neighbouring

states (California 0.76 US$/gallon, Nevada 0.53 US$/gallon)

there is no such fuel tank tourism as in Europe

• Since the 80ies IFTA, in the meantime an obligatory and monopolistic

institution of 48 US-States and 10 Canadian Provinces prevents this

0

A possible solution for lorries for avoiding fuel tank tourism:

Creating an European Fuel Tax Agreement (EUFTA)



 

 

   

• Payment of taxes by hauliers:
Hauliers first pay different tax rates depending on where they
tank, all invoices are kept and then the clearing house
function of IFTA ensures that factual taxes are paid only on
distances driven, but not on the tax rate in these states.

 
• (Re-) Distribution of revenues between states:

Depending on the driven distances in each state (according to
the obligatory monitoring of all lorries) tax revenues are
redistributed to the various states. On the basis of the
average fuel consumption per distance driven, fuel
consumption and thus also the tax revenue which is
redistributed to the state can be calculated quite easily

0

How Europe can learn from North America (I)



 

 

   

• Crucial consequence:
There is no more reason for hauliers to drive any detours and
commit fuel tank tourism to lower diesel costs.

• The disadvantage of IFTA is the old-fashioned analoge
administration. This could be turned into another advantage
if Europe applied a digital system, relying on the increasing
number of charging systems in Europe.

• However:
– up front investment sums are high, but are likely to pay back

due to much higher possible rates and thus revenues

– technological requirements and legal aspects need to be

examined

This needs to be examined in more detail.

0

How Europe can learn from North America (II)



 

 

   

REMEMBER: Impacts and expenses…

 

 



 

 

   

A possible solution for cars for avoiding fuel tank tourism

Energy taxation and a time-/place-/emission-differentiated pay-by-use
charge is the current optimum

However, for also overcoming the problem of fuel tank tourism for
private cars it would be better to add also the criteria fuel
consumption to the charging system

Technology measuring actual fuel consumption have been developed.
Together with the ever improving information and communication
technologies it should be possible to measure the fuel consumption
and include these data in the basis for charging

This could first be applied to hauliers, but then possibly also to private
cars. But investment costs are high, yet pay back, too

However:
• up front investment sums are high, but are likely to pay back due to

much higher possible rates/internalisation and thus revenues
• technological requirements and legal aspects need to be examined



 

 

   

How should energy be taxed? (I)

0

Ideal:

Full harmonisation

Barrier:

EU-Treaty‘s unanimity requirement prevents substantial progress

Solution:

Discussion on fiscal union/EU-Treaty should be used to abolish this

requirement (even if UK does not join, it has highest EU fuel

taxation anyway)



 

 

   

How should energy be taxed? (II)

0

Hence, for the time being we stick to the COM-proposal from 4/2011, though
already substantially watered down by Council:

 

Principles:
• Common EU minimum tax rates for all fuels

• New additional tax base: CO2-value (+ current energy value)

• Structure of EU minimum tax rates to be reflected equivalently in national
tax rates

 

Anyway: Energy taxation is just the basis, any charging needs to come
on top given the substantial external costs.
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Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!

Thank you for the attention!

 

Kai Schlegelmilch

Economist

Vice President of Green Budget Germany/Europe (GBG/GBE)

 

www.green-budget.eu

Kai.Schlegelmilch@green-budget.eu
 

International studies: 

http://www.foes.de/publikationen/studien/?lang=en/#franz3  

 

       

 


